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International Teachers’ Day 

By Zarith Safiah 

 Teachers; pillars of a successful nation, idols of knowledge and a source 
of awareness. Teachers are the impetus for quality education and 
development. 

 They nurture their students with wisdom and care. They teach real life 
skills and assist students in discovering their innate talents and true potentials. 
In light of the ongoing pandemic, teachers’ efforts are boundless to deliver 
knowledge the best they can. However, their status and working conditions 
remain preoccupying. 

 While once teachers were highly respected, and valued, a decline in 
respect for teachers around the globe are being noticed. Instead of being 
awarded by warm gratitude, they face threats, violence and sarcasms from 
students and family members. Societies too, tend to glorify artists and 
sportsmen more than outstanding teachers. 

 This year, UNESCO allocated the theme “Teachers at the heart of 
education recovery” for the International Teachers’ Day celebration. Surely, 
the pandemic has a substantial impact on education when a conducive 
environment is absent. Also, the pandemic has divulged the ‘ugly’ truth of the 
nature of teaching when lessons are conducted remotely. Students tend to 
rely on superficial support which may lead to complacency when they return 

Importance of Education 

By Sudeeksha, Year 5 

Education is the process of  acquiring knowledge , values , skills and getting used to critical 

thinking , problem solving and creativity. Education is a single purposeful process of 

education and training. It is not preparation for life but is life itself. Education  helps people 

become better citizens, get a better-paid job, and shows the difference between good and 

bad. Pedagogy ( education ) shows us the importance of hard work and, at the same time, 

helps us grow and develop. Educational methods include teaching, training, storytelling, discussion and directed research. It develops in 

us a perspective of looking at life. The creator and the main head of education is a teacher. She is the one who looks after students as 

her kids. A teacher plants the seeds of knowledge, sprinkles them with love and patiently nurtures their growth to produce tomorrow’s 

dreams. A student might forget a teacher, but a teacher never forgets you. Please thank your teachers for everything they have done! A 

small piece of appreciation will definitely make up their day. 

to school with a plethora of 
repercussions. This requires urgent 
“recovery”.   At present, we can all agree 
that teaching is challenging. It is not 
simply a career but a passion. In order to 
carry through, many have succumbed to 
burnout and depression. 

 As we celebrated International 
Teachers’ Day early this month, on behalf 
of the VIS Team, I am taking this 
opportunity to accolade the teachers for 
your exceptional service and patience 
during this unprecedented time. Without 
you, teachers, education will never go 
well. 

There is no education 
without educators. 
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A Distortion of Intelligence 

The ever-changing nature of intelligence 

By Devika Soni, Year 9 

Intelligence is a peculiar term to wrap your head 

around. Time has significantly altered the definition of 

intelligence in humans. Progressions in society such as 

technology, despite its convenience, are regressing our ability to 

enhance our cognitive thinking.  

A few decades ago, individuals poured their hearts and 

souls into composing articles. Now it takes the click of a button 

to obtain data and convert it into information. Evolution plays 

an extensive role in the changed brain function of homo 

sapiens. Over the centuries, our brains have adapted to become 

more functional and allocate specific parts of our brain and 

localise tasks for more efficient processing. The increase in the 

volume of the brain is somewhat correlated with the increase in 

intelligence in homo sapiens, even though it is more weighted 

on the neuron count. “Intelligence is seen not to be a unitary 

entity, but it coexists as a discrete socio-cognitive 

domain.” (Garder 1993; Sternberg 1990; Goleman 1995). 

Throughout history, primates and modern humans both showed 

an increase in intellectual growth. Forms of art to breakthroughs 

in the sciences, math and philosophy, are evidence that suggests 

so.  Time is a double-edged sword. People in the 18th and 19th 

centuries were more attentive to discoveries. 

Regression in the cognitive ability of humans is 

increasing. There is no doubt that humans are getting brighter, 

but in what context are we progressing concerning intelligence? 

The overdependence of technology is causing us to become too 

comfortable. Democratic development has halted, and violence, 

climate change, and pandemic disease is threatening hundreds 

of billions of people. The most critical issues are intertwined. A 

worsening environment will exacerbate economic concerns, 

resulting in new security challenges. Technology, when utilised 

effectively, can enhance the lives of billions of people; if used 

incorrectly, it can destroy us all. As seen in the younger 

generation, such as myself, we are extremely dependent on our 

devices. Whether it be social media, entertainment or 

educational purposes, technology has become a part of us, this 

is the source of our ignorance. 

Progression in humanity is present in terms 

of technological advances as well as discoveries in 

medicine, which have skyrocketed. This rapid burst of 

cultivation in society is remarkable. Humanity now 

has an advantage with such devices to make progress 

in life and improve our world. Corporations such as 

NASA, Tesla, SpaceX and several others are working 

hand in hand to grow our space industry, something 

we could not have accomplished without the wave of 

technology. Students all around the world can access 

sources and opportunities online to progress in their 

path to excellence.  

‘What counts is not whether we think society 

is progressing or regressing. What matters is our level 

of consciousness. As consciousness grows, so does 

the potential for improving everyone's life.’  'The seed 

of tomorrow is sown today by our level of awareness.' 

If your consciousness contracts due to fear, 

confusion, your options for enhancing your life will 

likewise contract. What is the point of so much 

progression when regression seems to be walking 

hand-in-hand with it? 

E - learning 

By Athaliya, Year 6 

E - learning is so troublesome! It causes many problems like 

the wifi is unstable, the mic is not working, the camera is 

frozen etc. Online studies is not only problematic, but also 

monotonous(boring) because we cannot participate in any 

activities and discussions physically. It's been a long 1 and a 

half years. That’s so frustrating!  Though E - learning is 

provoking, it made me futuristic. Nowadays, we are able to 

spend some time with our parents. I am happy that we are 

at least able to see our classmates and teachers virtually and 

are gaining some knowledge. Therefore, E - learning has 

advantages and disadvantages. Soon, Halloween will knock 

on our doors. I am really sad that we cannot meet our 

friends and cannot have any party, but at least I can spend 

time with my family, which is a gift of god. Due to Covid - 19, 

some people are not even able to see their parents’ faces. In 

conclusion, we need to appreciate our teachers and school 

for showing so much hard work and dedication in order for 

their students to have a bright future. 
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An art competition was organized by VIS from the 4th -22nd 

October which included students from Year 1 - Year 9 classes.  

The competition was held to select participants for the 

Globeducate Art Competition which is a collaborative effort 

within the Globeducate Group to encourage artistic development 

among students, discovering talents of students of different 

nationalities and cultures, and strengthening the group’s 

international identity.  

The competition themed “Connections” that consists of activities 

such as painting, drawing, 3D project sculpting, poetry, and creative painting were assigned to the 

respective classroom levels. Guidance and support were also provided by the art’s teacher via 

Google classrooms. Only 2 winners were selected from each class to represent VIS in the 

Globeducate Schools Art Competition. Congratulations to all winners! The winners for each year 

level are listed below. 

Year 1:  

 Mehr Koul,         Rudhvika  
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Year 2a: Marakani Heya Saanvi,  Sai Lasritha Mamidipalli 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 2b: Rukhsar Pathan,   Veditha Reddy Vanukure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 3a: Hiremath Aryan,    Manshika Jayaram  

 

 

 

Year 3b: Prajith John Visuvasaprabhu, 
Manoj Sai Vaibhav 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 3c: Anvi Srivastava, Tanay  
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Year 4a: Benstyne,    Choutupalli Tanvi Sri 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Year 4b: Anand Aarshini,    Shree Sai Adhit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 5: Aarya Soni,    Aaryan Vamshidhar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 6: Marni Hruthvik Naga Chandra, 
Gajendran Tejesh Sam 
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Year 8:  Laasya Sri Lakshmi,       Mallepaddi Rishitha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 9:  Devika,          Mohana 

 

Year 7: Devanshi,      Sarathvi  
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Word Search By Aadya Bhavaraju,  Year 2A 
 

 

 Pencil  Teacher  Library  Student  Eraser  Class  School  Desk  Board  Pen Desk Board  

IT IS EASY  

AND SIMPLE!  

Game idea   Tic-Tac-Toe 
 

 
 

Jumble Words 

By Aabha (Year 2A) & Deetya (Year 2B) 
           

shoeu puccka sintw   hscool koborwok pkca boca Mgica ssordwpa 
 
 Vecorato  cipenl  Serera Lrrue  Tchwa Etim  ystud 
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How teachers and students  
suffer online and the solution.  

 

By Nandini Maheshwari, Year 8. 
 
Covid-19 pandemic has changed the course of education, and technology has 
become important aspects to continue education-schooling online. From facing 
technical glitches and learning advanced multimedia teaching aids are the new 
normal of imparting education. This has transformed teacher-student relationship. 
Nothing can beat experience of learning  at physical classrooms where children 
come to school and interact with the teachers. In online education managing less 
attentive students have became quite a challenge. 
 
Although,both students and teachers are tech savvy, getting the right platform, 
solving connectivity issues and ensuring that all methods used for teaching and 
learning are working, are few of the hurdles. Preparing PowerPoint presentations 
and videos to making e-notes for students, teachers now having to work 24/7 to 
get the job done. 
 
Online lectures not only miss the environment of the classroom, but are also 
equally exhausting for teachers and students. Data reveals that attending lectures 
online is not that interactive, almost 80% of students and teachers says this as an 
opinion. Loss of motivation and a sense of self-discipline needed to study online 
are some of the major struggles that students face. 
 
The impact of online learning can be a cause for concern for many parents. But 
with the right support system, these students can easily overcome the challenges 
posted by online learning. Online classes/learning have brought a sense of 
normalcy in these uncertain times and have given students a way to use their time 
productively. 
 
We  together need to understand the challenges of e-learning and develop a 
strategic  plan for the successful implementation  of e-learning and view 
technology as a positive step towards evolution and change. 
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valley International School 

55 Jalan Thamby Abdullah, Brickfields 50470, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  

03 28592313, 017 3547663   www.tipsvalley.com 

I would like to thank my prized teachers for making this happen! 

 Ms. Zarith  Mr. Jonathan   Mr. Ravi 

I am Rishitha, the layout editor and publisher, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank my beloved team! 

Laasya, co-editor and lead writer for the writers group, has taken a part in this newsletter!  

A BIG thank you to all the contributors!  

Other - Worldly World -  Year 5 

As Cassandra sat on the small bus, she wondered what her first day at another school would be like. It's Walkersville 
Academy. She had been moved around quite a bit over the last few years because of her parents’ working nature. Every new 
school was different, and she always felt nervous. When the bus pulled up outside the school, all the kids rushed to get off. 
Cassandra found herself being one of the last to get off the bus. She walked into school, worse than a snail. "I don't know 
anybody here," she sighed. "Hey there!" called a girl named Lily; she did not want to scare Cassandra, so she just acted like 
she almost fell.  For a bit of fun. "Oh, are you okay?" asked Cassandra perturbed. "Yes, just feeling a little blue, "said Lily.   

"Oh well, hello, my name is Cassandra, and you?" asked Cassandra. 

"I'm Lily. I'm new to this school. Can you please show me the Year 5 classroom?" 

Cassandra replied, "I am also new here. This is my first day. Guess we have to ask someone here. Hey, look, we can ask that 
girl." 

"Okay, let's go," said Lily. 

Cassandra asked, "Excuse me, can you please tell us where the Year 5 classroom is?" 

The girl showed them the way to the classroom. Days passed by, Cassandra and Lily became really close. They are always 
together. 

One fine day, when Cassandra and Lily went for a walk, they witnessed a strange thing on the cloud. "Wait, what is that? Is it 
a dragon?" asked Cassandra. 

"Oh no! " said petrified Lily. "I know this dragon, and it is the evil creature that my father once told me about. It will destroy 
all the living beings on earth.  How do we save everyone?" questioned Lily. 

"What are you saying? My mother told me the same, and guess what, both of them are not alive now. That's worrisome, and 
yes, I still remember my mom's friend that can help us with this," said Cassandra. 

"Oh, that's fantastic, by the way, who is it?" asked Lily. 

“It is Rosemary!!!” said Cassandra. 

"The herb plant?" asked Lily. 

"Yes, Lily, and just a minute, you know about the plant as well, that's STRANGE. How is it possible?" asked Cassandra 
cluelessly. 

……..to be continued 


